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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Scores of Landscapes
Solo exhibition by Du Kun
5 June – 18 July 2021

Mizuma Gallery is pleased to announce Scores of Landscapes, a solo exhibition by Chinese artist Du Kun.

The scrolls of landscape paintings in the series Scores of Landscapes look serene and ancient, as if they have frozen
the history of thousands of years. But in fact, these landscapes themselves are pieces of nervous, sad, discordant,
and unconventional music.
Du Kun applies the logic of painting to compose music, and subsequently translates the various elements of the
compositions into traditional Chinese landscape paintings. Finally, these painted ‘landscape compositions’ and their
musical compositions are played out through a video, with both mediums corresponding precisely to each other,
forming a new kind of music score.
Scores of Landscapes brings traditional Chinese painting and modern music together, where static and noise are
simultaneously present in the artworks, with mutual influence and interdependency on one another – just like two
people who speak different languages but find a special way to communicate with each other.
Scores of Landscapes, Du Kun’s first ever solo exhibition in Singapore, will run from 5 June till 18 July 2021.

“The scrolls of landscape paintings in this series look serene and ancient, as if they have frozen the history
of thousands of years. But in fact, these landscapes themselves are pieces of nervous, sad, atonal, and even
eccentric music.
Playing music is my only hobby. I explain music theory entirely in terms of painting. In fact, they are
interlinked. It can be said that a painter composes music with pigments, and a musician uses sounds to
paint, just like mutual translation between different languages. Since I graduated in 2007 and began my

practice, I could not find the real bridge between painting and music for over ten years. Until one day, while
I was working on a music file, time began to hang heavy and I suddenly saw the sound waves on my screen
change in front of my eyes. They morphed into a large forest and a lake. If I drew them, would the image
make sense?
Sound waves are like the shadows that musical instruments cast under the sun. Musicians can tell by the
waveforms alone if it is a percussive or plucked instrument, vocal or synthesizer, because different
instruments produce different shapes of sound waves. From then on, I began to do experiments, adjusting
the parameters of the synthesizer to manipulate the shapes of the waveforms, and using different sources
of sound to achieve the desired shapes of the sound waves. Now, I see them (the sound waves) as concrete
landscapes.
At first, I wanted to use my forte of oil painting, but it did not work well as there was no sense of
ambivalence. Both oil painting and electronic music mainly originate from Western culture, and they have
too much likeness with each other, leaving no room for surprises. Chinese painting became a very
appropriate choice, especially traditional Chinese painting, similar to the temperament and texture of a
landscape painting from the Song Dynasty. This would lead the audience to think that this work is a cultural
relic, but subsequently be surprised by the juxtaposition. My father is a traditional Chinese painter, so when
I was very young, he taught my brother and me to paint in the traditional Chinese style. We practiced
Chinese calligraphy and strokes every day. At that time, we felt frustrated and bored, but now, I am very
glad that I had so many years of practicing the basic skills of traditional Chinese painting.
In terms of music, I found that in ordinary music, especially after master tape compression, the waveforms
are very flat and monotonous, with not much room left for imagination. I had to move away from that kind
of music arrangement, to have more fluctuating and variable waveforms. Using the mood of the painting as
an initial guiding foundation to break away from the conventional routines of music arrangement, changes
occurred at unexpected points and these had to be reflected in the paintings.
For example, multiple musical instrument tracks are used to show the different spatial perspectives of the
landscape; the repetitive patterns of electronic music break the composition of traditional Chinese painting;
the automatic curve in the music software is used to paint a cloud dragon winding between the mountains
and rivers; using the delay and staccato effects translates a certain form onto the painting similar to that of
a signal fault; the melodies as well as the high and low notes are represented by birds or clouds; the regular
percussive rhythms by the reeds, tree stumps, or bridge piers; if the sound waves are spliced forwards and
back, the waveform will appear like a bridge.
By using painting to influence music, the elements of music are transformed into these landscape paintings,
becoming a new kind of music score. This series of works bring traditional Chinese paintings and modern
music together, where ‘static’ and ‘noise’ are simultaneously present in the works – causing mutual
influence, interdependency, and translation with one another. Just like two people who speak different
languages but find a special way to communicate with each other.
The forest is more peaceful while cicadas are chirping and the mountain is more secluded while birds are
singing.”
– Du Kun, May 2021.

Du Kun,

(Cloud Dragon in Electronic Noise), 2020, scroll,

and colour on silk,

70 × 860 cm (painting), 75 × 1172 cm (scroll), 82 × 11 × 12 cm (camphor wood box)
© Du Kun, courtesy of the artist and Mizuma Gallery

Du Kun,

(Sanyuan Improvisation), 2021,

and colour on silk,

19 × 136 cm (painting), 25 × 180 cm (silk), 30 × 186 × 3 cm (framed)
© Du Kun, courtesy of the artist and Mizuma Gallery.

Du Kun,

(Listening to the Guzheng While Overlooking a River), 2021, ink and colour on silk,
27 × 150 cm (painting), 33 × 180 cm (silk), 39 × 186 × 5 cm (framed)
© Du Kun, courtesy of the artist and Mizuma Gallery.

About the Artist
DU KUN (b. 1982, Sichuan, China) graduated with a BFA in Oil Painting from the Central
Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing, China in 2007. Du’s works have been featured in a range
of exhibitions, including: Sights of the Mount Sumeru, Mizuma, Kips & Wada Art, New
York, USA (solo, 2019); Temporal Turn: Art and Speculation in Contemporary Asia, Spencer
Museum of Art, Kansas, USA (2016); Dark Songs for the Light, Du Kun and Zhao Na, Tianjin
Art Museum, Tianjin, China (2014); and Made in China: Contemporary Chinese Artists,
Luciano Benetton Collection, Milan, Italy (2012). Du was the Finalist in the Sovereign
Asian Art Prize, Hong Kong (2020). His works are in the collection of the Spencer
Museum of Art, Kansas, USA. Du Kun lives and works in Tianjin and Beijing, China.
About Mizuma Gallery
Executive Director Sueo Mizuma established Mizuma Art Gallery in Tokyo in 1994. Since its opening in Gillman
Barracks, Singapore in 2012, the gallery aims for the promotion of East Asian artists in the region as well as the
introduction of Southeast Asian artists to the international art scene. From 2014 to 2019, the artist residency
space “Rumah Kijang Mizuma” opened in Yogyakarta, Indonesia, to create a new platform for dialogue by
supporting exchanges between East Asia and Southeast Asia. Later in 2018, “Mizuma & Kips” in New York, USA,
as a shared collaboration between Mizuma Gallery from Tokyo and Singapore and Kips Gallery from New York.

About Gillman Barracks
Set in a former military barracks dating back to 1936 and surrounded by lush tropical greenery, the Gillman
Barracks visual arts cluster was launched in September 2012. Gillman Barracks’ vision is to be Asia’s destination
for the presentation and discussion of international and Southeast Asian art. Today, Gillman Barracks is a place for
art lovers, art collectors, and those curious about art. The cluster is a focal point of Singapore’s arts landscape, and
anchors the development of visual art in the region and beyond. For more information: www.gillmanbarracks.com
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